We compute the full contribution of flavor and (or) Lorentz anomalies to the thermodynamic partition function. Apart from the Wess-Zumino consistency condition the Euclidean generating function must satisfy an extra requirement which we refer to as 'consistency with the Euclidean vacuum.' The latter requirement fixes all Chern-Simons terms that arise in a particular Kaluza-Klein reduction of the theory. The solution to both conditions may be encoded in a 'thermal anomaly polynomial' which we compute. Our construction fixes all the thermodynamic response parameters of a hydrodynamic theory associated with anomalies.
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Summary
Anomalies are a ubiquitous feature of quantum field theory which have both experimental and theoretical ramifications. While there is a vast literature concerned with the physical consequences of anomalies in the vacuum state and their cohomological structure, little is known about the manifestation of anomalies in more general states, including thermal states. Recently [1, 2] , following (see also [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] for related works since) it was argued that anomalies lead to distinctive physical phenomena which are only visible near thermal equilibrium. In particular, it follows from the work of [1, 2] that a mixed flavor-gravitational anomaly leads to currents which orient themselves along vorticity, which are in principle measurable in astrophysical phenomena or in condensed matter systems whose low-energy description possesses relativistic fermions. This implies the exciting prospect that mixed anomalies may be measured in Nature. (See [30] for a recent explicit proposal.) In the literature there are various notions of anomalies. Here we focus on anomalies which are shared between global symmetries. That is, the anomalous currents obey nonconservation laws, where the non-conservation is a local function of external sources. It is the anomalies of this type that are exact and must be matched a la 't Hooft across scales. The U (N f ) A axial symmetry of N f free, massless Dirac fermions falls into this category, while the U (1) A axial symmetry of QED does not. In what follows we give a complete classification of the role of anomalies in equilibrium configurations. Our results are exact for global anomalies, and only hold perturbatively for the anomalies that involve global and gauge symmetries [31] (see also [2, 32] ).
The theories we study possess global symmetry currents. In what follows we will refer to these currents as flavor currents and to the global symmetry as a flavor symmetry. The theories are coupled to a background gauge field A µ and a metric g µν . We label the generating functional of the theory as W QF T [A, g]. When the theories are anomalous, W QF T is not gauge and coordinate-reparametrization invariant: it varies under an infinitesimal gauge and coordinate variation δ χ ,
where G χ is a functional of the background fields and the transformation parameters and we take the theory to live in 2n dimensions. The variation G χ is tightly constrained by the Wess-Zumino (WZ) consistency condition [33] . In odd dimensions, any local G χ may be compensated for by a suitable local redefinition of W QF T . In contrast, in even space-time dimensions there are local G χ 's which cannot be removed by a local redefinition of W QF T . In what follows, we denote the non gauge invariant contribution to W QF T via W anom . Thus,
2)
The anomalies of a theory which manifest themselves as G χ are encoded in the anomaly polynomial P, which is a closed 2n + 2 form built out of the characteristic classes of the background field strength F = Here and in what follows we use boldface characters to denote form fields. To go from P to G χ , one may use the anomaly inflow mechanism of Callan and Harvey [34] (for a modern review, see e.g., Appendices A-C of [35] ).
We place our theory in a background with a compact symmetry direction. That is, we put the theory on a manifold given by a circle fibered over a base manifold. In Euclidean thermal field theory we may identify the circle with the thermal circle and W QF T with the logarithm of the thermodynamic partition function. Since the background fields do not depend on the symmetry direction, W QF T is essentially a generating functional on the 2n − 1-dimensional base. (One could imagine compactifying the underlying theory on the circle.) Thus, in an even dimensional theory, whether anomalous or not, W QF T may be reduced to the generating function on the odd-dimensional base manifold. Thus, we expect that in such backgrounds one may find a local expression for W anom . In [35] we showed that this is indeed the case by explicitly constructing a local expression for W anom .
One might have thought that W gauge−invariant is independent of the anomalies of the theory. This is not the case. There are Chern-Simons (CS) terms on the base manifold which contribute to W gauge−invariant . The coefficients of these CS terms are fixed by the coefficients of the anomaly polynomial up to factors of 2π. In what follows we will refer to these CS terms as transcendental terms and denote their contribution to the generating function by W trans ,
(1.
3)
The main goal of this work is to determine the CS coefficients in W trans and their relation to the anomalies. Calculations for free Weyl fermions in four [36, 37] and arbitrary dimension [18] have shown that these CS coefficients (more precisely, even the CS terms on the base manifold which do not involve the gravitational connection) are proportional to gravitational anomaly coefficients. Computations carried out in the framework of the AdS/CFT correspondence for four dimensional theories give similar results [38] . Recently, these computations have been extended to arbitrary dimension [39] . This has led to a conjecture that the coefficients of the CS terms on the base manifold are determined by the anomalies in an arbitrary interacting theory. This conjecture was verified in two [1] and four [1, 2] dimensions. In this work, we extend the technique of [1] to verify this conjecture and go beyond it. Let us review the thrust of the argument of [1] for two dimensional theories. Consider a two dimensional field theory with a gravitational anomaly placed on R 2, * , the Euclidean plane with the origin removed and trivial boundary conditions have been imposed there. We identify the angular direction on R 2, * with Euclidean time. The thermal partition function must then reproduce all rotationally-invariant correlation functions of the Euclidean vacuum on R 2 , including the one-point function of the stress tensor. 1 In what follows we will refer to this property as "consistency with the Euclidean vacuum," and impose it as a consistency requirement on W QF T . This requirement is non-trivial and relates the gravitational anomaly of the twodimensional theory to a Chern-Simons coefficient on the base manifold.
Imposing consistency with the Euclidean vacuum, we find that the physics of anomalies in the thermodynamic partition function may be encoded in a "thermal anomaly polynomial" P T . The thermal anomaly polynomial is obtained from the anomaly polynomial P via an algorithm, the "replacement rule." It amounts to the following statement. Consider an anomaly polynomial P, which we may view as a function of the Chern classes of F and the Pontryagin classes p k (R) of R µ ν (see (3.49 ) for a concise definition of Pontryagin classes). In terms of these we define P T as
where we have introduced a spurious U (1) gauge symmetry with connection A T and field strength F T = dA T whose role will become clear shortly. We work in a convention where p 0 (R) = 1. A precursor to the "replacement rule" was conjectured in [18] using a slightly different formalism than ours which involves thermal helicity correlators [27] . The conjecture of [18] was based on results for free Weyl fermions [18, 36, 37] and has been recently found to hold in the context of holography [39] . A concise statement which we can make is that the conjecture of [27] , in the current language, is an assertion about the part of P T in (1.4) that sends
. The present work extends the conjecture of [27] , and proves it. Using P T we construct a master function V T which is a 2n + 1 form whose derivatives give us the entire contribution of the anomaly to the flavor current and energy-momentum tensor. To explain the construction of V T we need to use the background fields and symmetry data to construct a number of useful quantities.
We collectively denote the symmetry data as K = {K µ , Λ K }, where K µ is a timelike vector and Λ K is a gauge transformation parameter. We label the corresponding variation by δ K . When we say that K generates a symmetry, we mean that δ K vanishes when acting on the background. From {K µ , Λ K } we may define a local temperature, velocity field, and flavor chemical potential via
The parameter β specifies the affine periodicity of the thermal circle (the integral curves of K µ ). The definitions (1.5) are constructed to coincide with the standard temperature, velocity, and chemical potential in the source-free thermal state (e.g., T corresponds to the inverse length of the thermal circle). As explained in detail in [35] , from these variables one can construct the spin chemical potential
Using the velocity one-form u = u µ dx µ one may construct hatted connections,
where Γ µ ν = Γ µ νρ dx ρ is the Christoffel connection one-form, and we have defined
One may also define the corresponding hatted field strengthsF ,R µ ν , andF T . The vorticity 2ω, the magnetic flavor field B, and the magnetic curvature (B R ) µ ν are defined via
for P µν ≡ g µν + u µ u ν the transverse projector. The magnetic component associated with the spurious U (1) symmetry, B T , is similarly defined. The master function V T is given by 10) where byP T we mean P T (F ,R,F T ). The inverse factor of 2ω is a shorthand for the following. The 2n + 3 form u ∧ P T −P T is a polynomial of at least degree 1 in (2ω), n+1 k=1 c k ∧ (2ω) k for c k a 2n − 2k + 3 form. The division by 2ω is an instruction to remove a power of (2ω) to give n k=0 c k+1 ∧ (2ω) k . If we regard V T as a functional whose independent variables are the velocity u, the chemical potentials {µ, µ R , µ T }, the magnetic fields {B, (B R ) µ ν B T }, and the vorticity (2ω), then the (Hodge duals of) the anomaly-induced flavor, heat, and spin currents are (see Appendix I of [35] for our conventions for the Hodge star) 11) all evaluated at F T = 0. The anomaly-induced stress tensor is given by the combination 12) where D µ is the covariant derivative and the brackets indicate (anti)symmetrization
Using the same formalism, we also obtain an explicit expression for the contribution of the anomalies to W QF T . We find that, in a gauge and coordinate choice where {A µ , g µν } are explicitly time-independent, 14) where I T is the Chern-Simons term associated with P T , i.e., dI T = P T . Similarly, dÎ T =P T .
As we have already mentioned, our construction relies on a certain consistency condition with the Euclidean vacuum. We believe that this is not the most elegant way to obtain our results. We say this on moral grounds-the argument we have used strikes us as unnecessarily coarse given the mathematical elegance of anomalies-but we also have some recent results in mind. As explained in [1] the consistency condition with the Euclidean vacuum breaks down in the presence of gravitinos. An explicit computation [27] for weakly coupled theories of chiral gravitinos has shown that the partition function does not take the form (1.14). Perhaps relatedly, one may expect that coefficients of CS terms satisfy a subtle quantization condition. 2 Thus, it seems that a cleaner argument for fixing W trans should exist.
That being said, our results are interesting on several levels. One area where they have physical implications is in the hydrodynamic limit of anomalous field theories. In what follows, we discuss this relation, but we emphasize that the results above stand on their own without reference to hydrodynamics.
Hydrodynamics may be thought of as the low-energy effective description of thermal field theory. Its degrees of freedom correspond to the conserved charges, and may be chosen to be a local temperature T , a local chemical potential µ and a local velocity field u µ normalized such that u µ u µ = −1. The stress tensor and flavor currents may be thought of as functions of the hydrodynamic variables and slowly varying background fields in a derivative expansion [41, 42] . The resulting expansion of the stress tensor and current are referred to as the constitutive relations. In a Lorentz-invariant theory the constitutive relations are fixed up to some scalar coefficients (e.g., the conductivity or shear viscosity) which we term response parameters. The hydrodynamic variables {T, µ, u µ } are then determined by demanding that the stress tensor and current solve the corresponding Ward identities, which are regarded as equations of motion.
The response parameters of hydrodynamics are constrained by an internal consistency condition, which amounts to a local version of the second law of thermodynamics. One requires the existence of an entropy current s µ , whose divergence is non-negative for solutions of the hydrodynamic equations [43] . This requirement is surprisingly restrictive, and among other things it fixes equality-type and inequality-type interrelations between various response parameters.
One may use a thermal partition function to compute zero-frequency correlation functions at low-momentum. To do so, one assumes a finite static screening length, in which case the partition function may be expanded in a derivative expansion [20, 44] . The consequent correlation functions are also ostensibly computed by hydrodynamics, or more precisely, hydrostatics. Upon matching the two, one finds that, for all cases discussed in the literature so far, the thermodynamic partition function precisely reproduces the equality-type interrelations demanded by the existence of an entropy current. This matching has led to a conjecture [20, 44] that the equality type relations of hydrodynamics associated with response parameters are fully reproduced by the thermal partition function. If this conjecture is true, then our analysis gives us the complete set of thermodynamic response parameters which are completely fixed by the anomaly via equality type relations. In a companion paper [45] we show that any thermodynamic partition function, including the contributions from anomalies, is consistent with the existence of an entropy current. In particular, we compute a (Hodge dual of a) representative of the contribution of the anomaly to the entropy current, S µ T , which is given by
evaluated at F T = 0, plus terms that vanish in hydrostatic equilibrium. The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the results of [35] required for the rest of our work including, in particular, the construction of W anom and the currents derived from it. We also describe how one can repackage CS terms on the 2n − 1 dimensional base manifold as 2n + 1 dimensional form fields. In Section 3 we demand consistency with the Euclidean vacuum and thereby fix the Chern-Simons coefficients of the thermodynamic partition function. In the same Section we also demonstrate the various claims in this Summary, including the form of the thermal anomaly polynomial and V T . We provide a detailed exposition of our results in Appendix A for two, four, and ten dimensional theories.
Components of the generating functional
Consider a quantum field theory coupled to background fields which posses a timelike symmetry. We will refer to the partition function of the theory in this background, evaluated when the time direction has been Wick-rotated to Euclidean signature and compactified, as the thermodynamic partition function Z E . It is related to the generating functional W QF T by W QF T = −i ln Z E . We refer to the resulting state as an equilibrium state, bearing in mind that it has spatial gradients.
A hydrostatic configuration is an example of an equilibrium state in which no entropy is generated and where the background fields are slowly varying. A column of air in the atmosphere is an example of such a state. By varying the thermodynamic partition function with respect to the background fields we obtain correlation functions of the theory in a hydrostatic configuration. These correlation functions, including the one-point functions of the stress tensor and symmetry currents, allow us to relate the thermodynamic partition function to hydrodynamics [20, 44] .
As described in detail in [35] , if we denote the generators of the timelike symmetry by {K µ , Λ K } (where Λ K is a gauge transformation parameter), then in equilibrium the temperature, velocity field and chemical potential are given by (1.5) . In what follows we will work in a particularly useful gauge, the "transverse gauge," where we take the background to be explicitly time-independent. This amounts to taking Λ K = 0 and K µ ∂ µ = β∂ t for β the parametric length of the Euclidean time circle. The metric and gauge field may be written in the form
in which case the relations (1.5) and (1.7) reduce to
We remind the reader that we consistently use boldface characters for form fields. We also refer the reader to [20] for a thorough discussion of the transverse gauge and to [35] for a covariant description of equilibrium states. Our results crucially rely on the properties of equilibrium states, as well as on the machinery developed in [35] . In what follows we briefly review the salient features of [35] we require for our analysis, and go on to study the Chern-Simons terms on the spatial slice thereafter.
Review of W anom
In the presence of anomalies the generating functional W QF T must satisfy the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions. As described in Section 1, one may split W QF T into a gauge-invariant contribution W gauge−invariant and a non gauge-invariant and (or) non diffeomorphism invariant contribution W anom , see (1.2). The Wess-Zumino consistency condition fixes the allowed variations of W anom under a gauge and (or) coordinate transformation. This variation is determined via the descent relations in terms of an anomaly polynomial P. In thermal equilibrium and in transverse gauge one can obtain an explicit local expression for W anom : given the anomaly polynomial one can construct a 2n form
where I is a Chern-Simons term associated with the anomaly polynomial P via dI = P and with the conventions described in Section 1 such that W anom = − W CS . See [35] for details.
Varying W QF T with respect to the background sources will give us the connected correlators in an equilibrium state. In particular, varying W anom with respect to the sources will give contributions to the connected correlators which are proportional to the anomaly coefficients. The currents obtained by varying the generating functional W QF T are referred to as consistent currents since they are generated by a functional which satisfies the Wess-Zumino consistency condition. The consistent currents have the unfortunate property that they are non-gauge and (or) diffeomorphism covariant [46] . Luckily, one may add to the consistent currents polynomials local in the sources (Bardeen-Zumino polynomials [46] ) which render the total expression covariant. The latter currents are called covariant currents. The generating functional for covariant currents is given by [34] ,
where M is a manifold on whose boundary W QF T is defined. After some massaging, one can show that
The contribution of W anom to the covariant currents is given by
Here, we have represented the flavor current J µ P , the heat current q µ P , and the spin current (L P ) ρµ ν in terms of their Hodge duals. The heat and spin currents determine the stress tensor via
We refer the interested reader to [35] for a derivation.
The thermal anomaly polynomial and W trans
The subscript P in (2.7) has been used to emphasize that these are not the full currents of the theory but only a particular additive contribution to these currents which comes from the non-gauge and (or) diffeomorphism invariant part of W QF T . Naively one would think that the remaining gauge-invariant part of W QF T is oblivious to the anomalies. The goal of this paper is to argue that this is not the case. Let us think of the Euclidean space-time on which the theory is defined as a thermal circle fibered over a base manifold. The gaugeinvariant components of the generating functional may be split into manifestly gauge and diffeomorphism invariant terms and Chern-Simons terms on the base manifold. We will refer to the component of the generating functional which includes these Chern-Simons terms as
In this work, we argue that the coefficients of the Chern-Simons terms on the base-manifold are fixed by the anomaly coefficients (as they appear in the anomaly polynomial) up to factors of π, hence the subscript. As a first step towards proving this claim, we will recast the expressions for Chern-Simons terms on the base manifold into a form which is more reminiscent of the structure of W anom , e.g., equations (2.3) and (2.5). To do so, we introduce a fictitious abelian gauge connection A T whose fictitious field strength is F T = dA T . Its usefulness will become clear shortly. We define the chemical potential for this fictitious symmetry as
(2.10)
We will ultimately set A T to vanish. Now, consider the 2n + 2 form
where P iq are various possible exact 2(n + 1 − q) forms constructed out of wedge products of flavor field strength F and Riemann curvature R µ ν . Invariance under CPT implies that q takes on even values. Consider the combinations
where P trans = dI trans . We claim that the Chern-Simons forms associated with W trans are captured by (2.12) via 3
To prove that (2.13) is correct, it is sufficient to show that W trans corresponds to a ChernSimons term on the base manifold and that dW trans = −V trans . Let us consider a particular representative of P trans ,
14)
The associated V trans is given by
Here we and are working in our standard convention where hatted forms are evaluated with hatted connections so thatB T = B T + 2ωµ T . Using P = di we take I trans in (2.12) to be I trans = F q T ∧ i so that
We now go to the particular decomposition associated with the transverse gauge given in (2.2) under which
where
Thus, we find that, after integrating over the time circle, W trans reduces to a Chern-Simons form on the base manifold. Moreover, any Chern-Simons term on the base manifold can be written in the form (2.18) after integrating by parts. We can now state the goal of this paper more concisely. We claim that all the coefficients of the Chern-Simons terms on the base manifold are fixed in terms of the coefficients of the anomaly polynomial. More succinctly, we claim that
where P T is determined via the replacement rule (1.4) and the parameters which are determined by this equation are the coefficients c iq of (2.11). In the next Section we will use a novel consistency condition to argue for (2.19).
3 Obtaining the master function V T
We now turn to our main argument which fixes the coefficients of W trans (or alternately V T ) via the replacement rule (1.4). Our argument is essentially a generalization of the technique used in [1] where we derived W trans for two and four dimensional theories. Our procedure for computing W trans is as follows. We use W cov to compute a particular correlator that should vanish in the Euclidean vacuum. This correlator is described in Subsection 3.1. In Subsection 3.2 we argue that W non−anomalous does not contribute to such a correlator. We then find in Subsection 3.3 that this correlation function does not vanish unless the replacement rule is satisfied.
The setup
We place our theory in a highly symmetric 2n dimensional background N given by
with an infinitesimally small but covariantly constant flavor magnetic flux threading the R 2k plane, and give the R 4k an infinitesimal angular velocity corresponding to a Kaluza Klein flux along the thermal circle in the Euclidean version of the space-time.
To be more precise, let us label the coordinates along R 2k as x a , the coordinates along R 4l as y i and the coordinates on the product of CP m spaces by z α . We span the Euclidean version of R 1,1 with polar coordinates such that they cover the punctured plane R 2, * where the time coordinate is identified with the angular direction. That is, in Lorentzian signature we use an r, t coordinate system which covers a Rindler wedge of R 1,1 . The infinitesimally small, but covariantly constant, flavor magnetic fields we turn on arise from a flavor connection
where B ab = −B ba are constant matrices valued in the Cartan subalgebra of the symmetry algebra g so that [B ab , B cd ] = 0. The resulting flavor field strength is
By construction D µ F νρ = 0. We thread the entire R 2k plane with flavor magnetic flux. By a suitable SO(2k) transformation, we redefine the x a so that the only nonzero components of B ab are {B 12 , B 34 , . . . , B (2k−1)2k }. We then work in a perturbative expansion in which we neglect terms which include two powers of the same B ab . Within this perturbative scheme, we can turn on any nonzero Chern class of F on the R 2k plane.
For the background metric we use the coordinate system 5) similar to the constant flavor field strengths we turned on. The resulting Riemann curvature threads the z directions. By a suitable choice of m i , we can turn on any Pontryagin class (with index smaller than i m i ) of R α β in the z directions, in the same way that we were able to turn on any Chern class of F (with index less than k) on the R 2k plane.
The metric (3.4) is written in a transverse gauge as in (2.1), with a Kaluza-Klein con-
from which we find a Kaluza-Klein field strength
i.e. we have turned on constant KK magnetic fields in the y directions. Paralleling our discussion of flavor magnetic fields, we choose the b ij so that the KK flux threads the R 4l plane, or equivalently da 2l = 0. We also perform an SO(4l) transformation to rotate the y's so that the only nonzero components of b ij are {b 12 , b 34 , . . . b (4l−1)4l }, and moreover work in a perturbative expansion wherein we neglect more than one power of the same b ij . In this limit, the KK field strength is covariantly constant, D µ f jk = 0. Correlation functions obtained from the thermodynamic partition function, evaluated on the backgrounds (3.1) must agree with Euclidean vacuum correlators on R 2+2k+4l × CP 2m 1 × . . . × CP 2mp . More precisely, they must agree with zero frequency vacuum correlators (where the frequency is the conjugate to Rindler time t). We term this property, which we view as a consistency condition on the Euclidean generating functional, "consistency with the Euclidean vacuum." In the remainder of this Section we will check consistency of T tr cov with the Euclidean vacuum. We will show that for generic coefficients of W trans , T tr cov will be proportional to det B det b. By taking appropriate derivatives with respect to the external flavor gauge field and Kaluza-Klein field we can obtain from T tr cov a connected correlator in the Euclidian vacuum of N in the absence of Kaluza-Klein and magnetic fields. We will refer to such a correlator as C. More formally, the correlator C has k current insertions, J a , and 2l energy flux insertions, T 0i . The currents carry momenta in the R 2k plane which are orthogonal to each other and to the current insertions. Similarly, the momenta carried by the energy flux insertions T 0i are also orthogonal to each other and to the energy flux directions. That is, the correlator C obtained from T tr cov is
where the T tr cov insertion carries momentum − i p i − a q a . Due to the product structure of N and the fact that C is a scalar from the point of view of the CP m , C is of the form
The ǫ tensor in (3.9) is the epsilon tensor on the R 2k+4l space. The objects available to us for constructing the correlator C in the Euclidean vacuum are the epsilon tensor, the metric, and the various momenta. As we now show, these are insufficient to construct a correlator of the form (3.9). As we now show, these are insufficient to construct a correlator of the form (3.9). Any rotational covariant version of C must have a single epsilon tensor on R 2+2k+4l dotted into the k momenta carried by the currents and 2l momenta carried by the energy-momentum insertions, leaving 2+k+2l antisymmetric indices. This tensor is orthogonal to all momenta. In addition C has 2 + 4l free indices corresponding to the stress tensor insertions and k free indices corresponding to the current insertions. The symmetry of the stress tensor T µν = T νµ implies that only 1 + 2l of the 2 + 4l indices may be antisymmetrized. Consequently, all 1 + 2l + k of the independent indices corresponding to the stress tensor and current insertions must appear in the epsilon tensor, leaving one index on the epsilon tensor and the remaining 1 + 2l symmetric indices on the stress tensors. However, this dangling index on the epsilon tensor cannot be one the remaining 1+2l symmetric indices (as then two indices on the same stress tensor insertion would appear in the epsilon tensor), nor can it be contracted with one of the momenta. Thus, we cannot write a rotationally covariant tensor with the correct symmetric properties of C. We conclude that in order for the partition function to consistently reproduce correlators in the Euclidean vacuum, we must have T tr cov = 0. We will see that this provides non-trivial constraints on the coefficients of W trans . These constraints will be captured by the replacement rule (2.19) .
Before proceeding with the actual computation of T tr cov in the backgrounds of interest, let us pause and review our approach to proving the replacement rule (1.4) one more time. We work in a particular background (3.1) which is specified by the numbers k, l and m i . In such a background we compute T tr cov and require it to vanish. As we will show, such a requirement will give us a constraint of the form (2.19) with P trans given by an expression of the form (2.14) which will be completely determined by k, l and m i . Varying over all possible values of k, l and m i will allow us to probe all possible contributions to P trans thus proving the replacement rule (1.4) for arbitrary coefficients of the anomaly polynomial.
Before ending this Subsection, let us check that the number of configurations constructed from the backgrounds of the form (3.1) with appropriate fluxes, is equal or greater to the number of coefficients in P trans . Such a check is a straightforward exercise in counting.
Consider a term F 2q
T ∧ p(F , R) in P trans per (2.11), where p is a product of various Chern classes of F and Pontryagin classes of R. 4 Suppose that this term has 2r powers of R, in which case it must have s = n + 1 − 2(q + r) powers of F . There are then r independent Pontryagin classes that may be built out of this many powers of R, and s independent Chern classes built out of this many powers of F . Now let us count the number of backgrounds (3.2) and (3.4). These backgrounds have 2k directions threaded by the flavor flux F so that F k is nonzero, and so there are k different Chern classes that may be built out of F on this background. We also have i 4m i ≡ 4m = 2(n − 1 − k − 2l) directions threaded by the Riemann curvature on the CP 2m i directions;
there are then m different Pontryagin classes which may be built out of R CP . However, choosing l ≡ q − 1 and m ≡ r, we see that there are k = n + 1 − 2(q + r) = s powers of F in this background. Thus, there are as many independent terms with 2q factors of F T and 2r factors of R in P trans as there are independent backgrounds of the form (3.2) and (3.4) with l = q − 1 and 4r directions filled by the CP 2m i spaces. Hence we have a one-to-one and onto map between the coefficients of P trans and the backgrounds (3.2) and (3.4). Demanding T tr cov = 0 on all such backgrounds is sufficient to determine P trans .
Contributions to T tr cov
In Sections 1 and 2 we have advocated for a separation
where W anom reproduces the anomalous variation of W QF T , W trans corresponds to ChernSimons terms on the base manifold and the remaining gauge and diffeomorphism invariant terms are collected in W non−anomalous . In what follows we will argue that only W trans +W anom may contribute to T tr cov for the backgrounds described in the previous Subsection. In other words, we argue that the variation of W non−anomalous with respect to small perturbations of the metric in the tr directions vanishes. In the next Subsection we will study the variation of W trans + W anom with respect to such perturbations and choose W trans such that T tr cov = 0. We start by enumerating the building blocks for all possible local tensors structures. In equilibrium the temperature, fluid velocity and chemical potential are local expressions of the background fields (see Equation (1.5)). For the backgrounds at hand, we find that
First order gradients of these solutions satisfy
where in the last entry we have reproduced (3.3) for convenience. Here, the acceleration a µ is given by a µ = u ν D ν u µ . Using (3.12) the spin chemical potential is given by
Second order gradients are given by
Since a µ is along the r direction, ω µν and a µ are covariantly constant in the {x a , y i , z α } directions. In addition, the Riemann curvature tensor is given by
where (R CP ) µ νρσ is the Riemann curvature of the CP spaces constructed from G αβ . Since (R CP ) µ νρσ is covariantly constant it follows that, in the background we are considering, all tensor structures one can construct are given by contractions of {a µ , ω µν , F µν , (R CP ) µ νρσ }, the velocity field u µ , the metric g µν , and the epsilon tensor, ǫ µ 1 ...µ 2n (we take ǫ 01...2n = +1/ √ −g) perhaps multiplied by some function of the temperature T .
Consider the dependence of T tr cov on the x, y and z coordinates. Due to the product structure of our metric (3.4), the component T tr cov of the stress tensor behaves as a scalar with respect to the CP m i spaces. By symmetry, it must be independent of the z α coordinates.
Furthermore, we have seen that all tensor structures which we may use to construct T µν are independent of the y i and x a coordinates. Thus, T tr cov must be independent of the x, y and z coordinates. Or, it must be equal to its average over the y i , x a and z α coordinates. Now, the average value of T tr cov over the directions transverse to t and r can be obtained by varying W cov with respect to a metric perturbation δg tr (r). In equations
Let us consider the contribution of W non−anomalous to T tr cov ,
Perturbing the metric at linear order in δg tr (r), is equivalent to an infinitesimal coordinate transformation of the metric (3.4). Being an infinitesimal coordinate transformation the covariant relations (3.15) and (3.16) must still hold. Thus, we should be able to construct δ gtr(r) W non−anomalous from {a µ , ω µν , F µν , (R CP ) µ νρσ }, the velocity field u µ , the metric g µν , and the epsilon tensor, ǫ µ 1 ...µ 2n evaluated on the background (3.4) perturbed by g → g + δg tr (r)dtdr. But the only tensor structures which are linear in δg tr are the metric g µν and the velocity field u µ . It is then straightforward to check that there are no gaugeinvariant scalars which are linear in δg tr . This shows that no local term in W non−anomalous can contribute to the one-point function of T tr cov in the background (3.2) and (3.4). In the same way, there are no local terms in W non−anomalous which are non-analytic in derivatives, e.g. exp(−cT 2 /a µ a µ ), which contribute to T tr cov . It is somewhat subtle to argue that non-local terms in W non−anomalous do not contribute to T tr cov either. We refer the reader to [1] for further discussion.
Constraining the thermal anomaly polynomial
Consistency of the Euclidean vacuum implies that T tr cov = 0. We have argued that T tr cov can not receive contributions from W non−anomalous . What remains is to compute the contribution of W trans + W anom to T tr cov . By (1.12) we have
Let us simplify this expression. Since u r = 0 and L T is antisymmetric in its matrix-valued indices (the last two), the first and last terms in (3.19) vanish.
µ ν are 2n − 1 forms which are given by the velocity one form u wedged with magnetic fields B, B R and the vorticity ω, multiplied by products of chemical potentials. The two forms B and ω have legs along the R 2k and R 4l planes respectively. The magnetic Riemann curvature follows from (3.16) and is given by
Consequently, (B R ) µ ν is a sum of four types of forms: ω, a ∧ ω µν dx ν , ω µρ ω νσ dx ρ ∧ dx σ , and (R CP ) µ ν , the curvature form on the CP spaces. Let us focus on the dependence of ⋆ q T and ⋆ (L T ) µ ν on the various form fields and ignore the contractions of the free indices for the time-being. The heat and spin current are given by
Equation (3.21) follows since ⋆ q T and ⋆ L T are 2n − 1 forms and the only form fields with legs in the R 2k plane and CP spaces are B and R CP . Thus, q 1 = k and q 5 = 2m. Recall that each factor of ω µν can appear at most once in our perturbative counting and that u = −r(dt + b ij y i dy j /2) and a = dr/r. This implies that q 3 = 1 or q 3 = 0. In either case, u must support the dt direction and then ⋆ q T and ⋆ L T must fill in at least 4l − 1 indices in R 4l . Therefore we must have q 4 = 0 and q 2 = 2l and q 3 = 0 or q 2 = 2l − 1 and q 3 = 1. In the first case, the Hodge dual one-form is along the r direction, and in the second along one of the y i directions. For each case, each nonzero ω µν then appears exactly once, and so we can ignore the dependence of u, (µ R ) µ ν , and the Christoffel connection Γ µ νρ on b ij . Functionally, this allows us to take
when deriving T tr cov from (3.21). Here, (Γ CP ) µ νρ is the Christoffel connection constructed from G αβ .
Since
) in our perturbative scheme. Further, all tensor structures which comprise the spin current are covariantly constant in the {x a , y i , z α } directions. Hence (3.19) simplifies to . Going back to (3.21) we observe that only q 2 = 2l, q 3 = 0 will contribute to the expectation value we are interested in. Consequently, we may focus on the terms in the heat and spin currents which are of the form
Since all the factors of b ij have already been accounted for in (3.24) we may simplify our expressions for the spin chemical potential and the magnetic component of the Riemann tensor. The magnetic component of the Riemann curvature (3.20) may be approximated by
In matrix form we have
where by (3.13) 2ω = −rf, (3.27) ǫ is the 2 × 2 antisymmetric tensor on R 1,1 representing the t and r directions (i.e., ǫ tr = 1/r), and the remaining blocks represents the x, y, z directions. The matrix form of the spin which is a projection onto the t, r coordinates. Using (3.25),B R is approximated by
for all intents and purposes.
We are now in a position to compute the contribution of V P to T tr cov . From (2.7) we have
Recalling thatB = B + 2ωµ andB R = B R + 2ωµ R we may decompose the rightmost term in the parenthesis on the right hand side of (3.32)
In the background we are considering µ = 0. Additionally,B R appears quadratically inP, so that the indices of the derivative ∂P/∂(B R ) ν µ are carried by factors ofB R , e.g.,
Since µ R dotted intoB R vanishes by (3.31), we find that for the purpose of computing T tr cov , 35) so that
Similarly, we find from (2.7) that
The second term in the parenthesis on the right hand side of (3.37) vanishes by our discussion around (3.34) . The first term in the parenthesis has a functional form which one may determine explicitly, but is somewhat unenlightening. We only require its dependence on r.
It is not hard to see that parametrically
In components (3.38) becomes
where we have used that the non vanishing traces of R CP on the CP spaces are proportional to the volume form on the same. Recall that the epsilon tensor on the tr directions is given by ǫ tr = +1/r and the other epsilon tensors in (3.39) are given by the Levi-Civitta symbol. Following (3.13), (3.22) and (3.29) we find that u t ∼ r, (µ r ω) 2 ∼ r 0 and µ tr r ∼ r −2 , so that
Thus, (3.23) reduces to
One may verify that (3.41) is generically nonzero. For instance, consider a two-dimensional theory with P = c g tr(R 2 ). In Appendix A we show (among other things) that the appropriate heat and spin currents are given by 42) which in the present instance gives
So far we have computed the contribution of V P to T tr cov and have shown that it is non zero. In order to satisfy the consistency condition with the Euclidean vacuum we need that the contributions coming from W trans precisely cancel those of V P . As advertised in Section 2 we posit that the correct coefficients in W trans are captured by a thermal anomaly polynomial P T defined in (1.4) via the replacement rule
with F T a fictitious gauge field which is set to zero at the end of the computation and the p k (R) are the Pontryagin classes of R (defined in (3.49)). The combined contribution of W trans and V P on the covariant currents is given by varying V T in place of V P where
and we set B T = 0 after varying V T .
In what follows, we will find it convenient to rewrite the replacement rule (3.44) in terms of a fictitious Riemann curvature living in two dimensions higher. Thus, we write the thermal anomaly polynomial as 5 P
where R is formally given by a two form valued (2n + 2) × (2n + 2) matrix
Here, the first entry of R collectively refers to the 2n × 2n matrix R µ ν , and the second entry to the two fictitious directions we have added. Indeed, since R is block diagonal, its eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of R µ ν as well as ±F T . 6 As a result, we have
Alternatively, the Pontryagin classes p k , defined through the formal infinite sum
Thus, equation (3.46 ) is equivalent to (3.44) as advertised. Next we note that since P T is quadratic in B T we may set
Giving us the identity
(3.52) 5 Note that the replacement R → R may be interpreted as the curvature of a (2n+2)×(2n+2) matrix-valued one-form Γ 0 0 iEAT . 6 The imaginary factor in R may be puzzling at first sight. The important feature of R is that its eigenvalues are those of R µ ν and ±FT . We have simply chosen a representative R that accomplishes this and moreover is antisymmetric, in analogy with R µ ν .
and, using (3.48),
Thus, V T takes the alternate form
where we have usedB = B due to µ = 0 in the backgrounds under consideration. For brevity we shall suppress the explicit dependence of P on the form fields F , R and R. Hence, we denote the first term in the parenthesis on the right hand side of (3.54) simply by P and the second term in the same parenthesis by P. In this new notation (3.54) becomes
To proceed, we write down the magnetic component of R, B R , and its hatted cousin in our backgrounds. We do so in a matrix notation, in which the first four entries refer to the {t, r} directions, followed by the {x a , y i , z α } directions. The fifth entry corresponds to the two fictitious directions we have added. We then have where we have used (3.51). Equation (3.56) together with (3.25) imply that u ∧ tr R 2p = u ∧ tr R 2p vanish on the background we are considering from which we conclude that V T vanishes on the backgrounds under consideration. Thus,
Using (3.26), (3.28) and (3.56), we find that in our backgrounds
For the spin current a computation similar to the one above gives us
(3.60)
Using the same argument that led to (3.40) we get
Therefore, (3.23) implies that
as required. This proves that the replacement rule (1.4) is a sufficient condition for satisfying both the Wess-Zumino consistency condition and consistency with the Euclidean vacuum. Further, given our counting argument at the end of Subsection 3.1, the replacement rule is also the unique solution to these consistency conditions.
to earth by working out the details of the transport coefficients for a few particular cases. In this Appendix we will collect some results for field theories in two, four, and for fun, ten dimensions. Anomaly-induced transport in two [1, 15, 22, 23] . and four [1, 7, 10, 20, 21, 35] dimensions are interesting for phenomenological reasons and have been extensively studied in the literature.
A.1 Two-dimensional theories
Consider a two-dimensional theory with a U (1) global symmetry and anomaly polynomial
In these conventions, the anomaly coefficients corresponding to a left-moving Weyl fermion are c s = 1/(4π) and c g = 1/(96π). The thermal anomaly polynomial obtained using the replacement rule (1.4) is given by
According to our discussion in Section 2.2, the second term on the right hand side of (A.2) manifests itself as a Chern-Simons term of the Euclidean generating functional. Denoting the Chern-Simons terms of the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the theory over the thermal circle as W trans and going to transverse gauge as in Section 2 we find that
To compute the covariant currents we use (A.2) and (1.10) to obtain the master function
where we have defined a trace over matrix-valued forms to be
The flavor, heat, and spin currents are given by (1.11)
which in coordinates gives (upon using µ T = 2πT )
Let us decompose the anomaly-induced energy-momentum tensor
into longitudinal and transverse components,
where in two dimensions, a transverse vector is necessarily proportional to ǫ µν u ν , and there are no transverse traceless symmetric tensors. Plugging the anomaly-induced transport (A.7) into (A.8), and using various differential identities that hold in equilibrium, we find that
in accordance with the literature. Previously, pure U (1) anomalies in two-dimensional fluids have been considered from an effective action viewpoint in [15] and from the hydrostatic generating functional viewpoint in [1, [22] [23] [24] . In [22] [23] [24] , the authors did not impose the replacement rule which results in several unfixed coefficients. One may reproduce the results of [22] [23] [24] by using
with arbitraryc i 's from which one obtains Thec i 's first appeared in [22] (although the physics ofc 1 only appears in [24] ). Where these results overlap with ours, they agree. If we now suggestively use the out of equilibrium relations
(A. 13) we find that the anomaly-induced stress tensor is of the form (A.9) with
(A.14)
We emphasize that (A.14) is merely suggestive of the role of anomalies in real-time transport.
Whether or not the non-equilibrium terms in (A.14) are truly fixed by the anomaly is beyond the scope of the current work.
A.2 Four-dimensional theories
The anomaly polynomial for a four-dimensional theory with a U (1) global symmetry is given by P = c A F 3 + c m F ∧ R where in a slight abuse of notation we have defined
As in two dimensions, to make contact with the literature prior to [1] and this work, we start with an extended polynomial which is not fixed by the replacement rule (A.24)
The coefficientsc 3 andc 4 first appeared in [10] , whilec 1 first appeared in [20, 21] . The results derived in those works of course agree with (A.24).
A.3 Ten dimensional theories.
For fun, we conclude with a study of ten-dimensional theories. The anomaly polynomial for a ten dimensional theory with pure gravitational anomalies is given by 7 P = c 1 tr(R 2 ) 3 + c 2 tr(R 4 )tr(R 2 ) + c 3 tr(R 6 ) , (A.25)
from which we obtain P T via the replacement rule (1.4) P T = P+2(4c 1 +2c 2 +c 3 )F 
